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2 (llaims. (Cl. 29-523) 

This invention relates to a method of applying a protec 
tive closure to a threaded opening. 

ln the manufacture of certain mechanical devices, and 
particularly sub-assemblies, it is often desirable or neces 
sary to temporarily close threaded openings to prevent 
foreign matter from entering the device when the latter 
is shipped or otherwise handled prior to assembly. Vari 
ous means have been proposed and utilized for providing 
such a protective closure, with varying degrees of satis 
faction and success. However, the main criticisms of most 
of such means are that they are too expensive, or com 
plicated, to be commercially attractive for high volume 
application. 
The concept of the present invention resides in the pro 

vision of a temporary protective closure for threaded 
openings, which is of low cost, and which is commercially 
attractive, especially for high volume application. Brie?y, 
the invention concerns the use of a cup-like element 
made from a thin, malleable material, which element is 
preformed to enter a threaded opening, and is expanded 
when in said opening, to conform to the thread shape. 
in 811011 manner, the insert is securely locked within the 
threaded opening to effectively prevent entry of foreign 
matter into the opening, and may be easily removed from 
the opening when desired, as when screwing a threaded 
member into the opening. 
The main object of this invention is to provide a 

method of applying a protective closure to a threaded 
opening. 
A further object is to provide a method of applying a 

protective closure to a threaded opening which closure 
may be conveniently applied to the opening, will prevent 
entry of foreign matter into the opening, and which may 
be easily removed from the opening. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
method of applying a protective closure to a threaded 
opening, which closure is of low material and application 
cost so as to be commercially attractive, especially for 
high volume application. 
A further object is to provide means for either manual 

or automatic application of a protective closure to a 
threaded opening. 

These and further objects and features of the invention 
will become more apparent from the following description 
and accompanying drawings wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a tool assembly which 
may be used for the manual practice of the method of the 
invention; 

2 is an ‘enlarged section View through one of the 
tools shown in FIG. 1; 

Fl . 3 is a fragmentary view of the tool assembly of 
H6. 1, showing an initial step in the method; 

PEG. 4 is the sa 1e but showing the position of the tool 
assembly after formation of a cup-shaped member; 
H6. 5 is the same but showing the arrangement of 

the cup-shaped member prior to insertion in a threaded 
opening; 

PEG. 6 is the same but showing the cup-shaped member 
after positioning in a threaded opening; 
H6. 7 is the same but showing the cup-shaped member 

after being expanded within the threaded opening; 
FlG. 8 is a perspective view of a closure arrangement 

formed by the method of the invention; 
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MG. 9 is a side view of a machine which may be used 

for automatically practicing the method of the invention; 
REG. 10 is a section view as seen from line in 

9; 
PEG. ll is the same as PK}. 9 but showing the relative 

position of certain parts during one phase of operation; 
HS‘. 12 is a section view as seen from line 12-412 in 

FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is a fragmentary view of the machine of FIG. 9 

but as seen from the other side; 
FIG. 14 is a section view as seen from line 14-14 in 

FIG. 9; 
HQ. 15 is a section view as seen 

FIG. 9; 
FIG. 16 is a fragmentary view of a forming mandrel 

(enlarged) used the machine of FlG. 9, and showing a 
protective closure on the mandrel end ready for insertion 
into a threaded opening; 

17 is the same but showing the mandrel end and 
protective closure after insertion into a threaded opening; 

FIG. 18 is the same but showing the condition of the 
protective closure after a forming operation is rendered 
thereupon; 
FIG. 19 is the same but showing the forming mandrel 

withdrawn from the threaded opening and a formed pro 
tective closure in position within the ope ring; 

PEG. 20 is a graph illustr ‘ ng the rcladve operating 
phases of various cam wheels used in the machine of PEG. 
9; and 

FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram showing the electrical 
connections between certain electrical components used 
in the machine of FIG. 9. 
The method of the invention may be produced either 

manually, i.e., with the use of hand held tools, or by the 
use of automatic machinery, both means being fully dis 
closed herein. 

from line 15-15 in 

Manual M eci'zunism 

Referring to the drawings, PlGS. 1 to 8 inclusive illus 
trate a manual means for practicing the method of the 
invention, which means consist of a forming mandrel 51 
and a die piece 52. The mandrel 51 includes a heavy 
walled cylindrical member :‘53, having an axially arranged 
bore 54, a plunger 55 slidably arranged in the bore, and 
a lever or handle as loosely ?tted to the upper end of the 
plunger between a pair of nuts 57. The member 53 has 
a head or re.‘ ed portion 58 on its upper end, which serves 
as a fulcrum point for the lever 56. 

It will be seen that by moving or squeezing the handle 
56 toward the cylinder 53, the plunger 55 will be moved 
upwardly in the cylinder. The plunger 55 has an integral 
round head portion 59 at the lower end, while a rubber 
cylinder is arranged on the plunger between the head 
59 and the bottom surface of the cylinder 53. Upward 
movement of the plunger 55, will compress the rubber 
cylinder at, so that its side walls will bulge outwardly. A 
spring 62 is compressively arranged about the plunger 55 
between a shoulder 63 on the plunger and a circumfer 
ential shoulder as of the cylinder which slidingly guides 
the plunger. 
The die piece 52 has a central bore 65, which is of 

slightly greater diameter than that of the plunger head 
portion 59 and rubber cylinder 61. Actually, this differ 
ence in diameters is such as to allow clearance for push 
ing a metal foil 67 into the bore 66. The metal foil, 
which is preferably made from aluminum, has been found 
most satisfactory when it is approximately two-thou 
sandths of an inch thick. 

In practicing the method of the invention with the 
manually operable means above described, a piece of 
metal foil 6'7 is placed atop the die piece 52 (FIG. 3), 
and the head 59 and rubber cylinder ‘61 of the forming 
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mandrel 5-1, are moved down into the bore 66 to form 
the foil into a cup-shaped element 71 (FIG. 4). The 
mandrel 51 is then moved upwardly to pull the head 59, 
rubber cylinder 61 and the cup-shaped element '71 from 
the bore 66, the element 71 staying on the lower end of 

' the mandrel because the coe?icient of friction of the rub 
ber cylinder 61 is greater than that of the die bore 66 
(FIG. 5). Next, the cup-shaped element 71, and lower 
end of mandrel 51, are inserted into a threaded opening 
72 (FIG. 6). The plunger 5-5 and plunger head 59 are 
moved upwardly, by squeezing action on the handle 56, 
causing the rubber cylinder 61 to be compressed and ex 
pand outwardly, thus forcing the side walls of the cup~ 
shaped element 71 into conformity with the threads of 
the opening (FIG. 7). Pressure on the handle 56 is re 
leased, permitting the rubber cylinder 61 to assume normal 
shape, and simultaneously, the mandrel 51 is moved up 
wardly to free the end thereof, i.e., rubber cylinder 61 
and plunger head 59, ‘from engagement with the cup 
shaped element '71. The distorted cup-shaped element 71 
will now remain in the threaded opening (FIG. 8) since 
it is held by the threads thereof. The resulting enclosure 
will protect the threaded opening against entry of foreign 
matter, and will remain in such protective condition until 
the element ‘71 is purposely removed at a later time. 

Automatic Mechanism 
Referring now more particularly to FIGS. 9 to 15 of 

the drawings, a machine for automatically practicing the 
method of the invention includes a vertically arranged 
forming mandrel or plunger assembly 96‘, the lower end 
of which projects through an opening 91, formed in the 
bottom of a housing or enclosure 92, when the machine 
is in condition for commencement of a full operating 
cycle. 
The plunger assembly 90, which is more clearly seen 

in FIG. 14, includes a centrally arranged rod 93 sup 
ported for axial movement within a tube or sleeve 94 
which is slidably supported within a pair of spaced busl1~ 
ings 96. The bushings 96 are located in a bore 97 formed 
in a block 98 which is rigidly secured at one side to a 
rear wall 99 of the housing 92. The lower end of the 
rod 93 has a reduced diameter portion ‘101, a part of 
which is slidably arranged in a cap 102 threadably secured 
to the lower end of the sleeve 94. The reduced diameter 
portion 101 projects beyond the bottom of the cap 102 
and has an enlarged head 103- adapted to support a re 
silient cylindrical member 104, between the head 163 and 
the bottom of the cap 192. The resilient member is 

' preferably made of rubber, and has an internal diameter 
equal to that of the portion 101 and a normal external 
diameter equal to that of the enlarged head 163. It will 
be seen that upward movement of the rod 93 will cause 
movement of the enlarged head 193 toward the bottom of 
the cap 102, whereby the rubber cylinder 194 will be com~ 
pressed and the sides thereof caused to bulge radially'out 
ward, i.e., the external diameter thereof will be increased 
while the axial length will be decreased. 
The upper end of the sleeve 94 passes through and is 

af?xed to a generally cubic block 1% having a groove or 
slot 197, extending horizontally in the block and opening 
upon one side thereof. On the side of the block 1&6 
opposite to that on which the groove 197 opens, is 
rigidly secured a rectangular arm 198 which extends up 
wardly from the block so as to be generally parallel 
with the axis of the rod 93. A rod actuating means, pref 
erably in the form of a solenoid 199, is affixed to a side 
of the arm 108, in such manner that an armature or 
plunger 111 of the solenoid is in axial alignment with, 
and may be connected to the upper end of the rod 93 by 
a pin means 112. Upon actuation of the solenoid 109 
the rod 93 will be moved upwardly to compress the 
rubber cylinder 104 and cause bulging thereof, as hereto 
fore explained. 

The extreme upper end of the arm 108 is beveled to pro 
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4 
vide a cam surface 113, which is tapered downwardly 
from the side of the arm on which the solenoid 199 is 
secured. The cam surface 113' is adapted to engage a 
roller 114 mounted upon the end of a plunger 116 form 
ing part of a normally open electrical switch 117, the 
latter being maintained in ?xed position by bracket means 
(not shown) which may be rigidly secured to the rear 
wall 99 of the housing 92. Upward movement of the 
arm 1% will cause the cam surface 113 to urge the 
plunger 116 inwardly to close the switch 117, and com 
plete an electrical circuit for machine operational pur 
poses, as will be presently described. It will be noted 
that the switch 117 will be held in closed condition as 
long as engagement of the roller 114 with the back 
surface of the arm 198 is maintained. 
A second normally open electrical switch 118, is 

secured to the side of the arm 1% and has an operating 
plunger 119, which may be moved by a threaded ?nger 
12% held in axial adjustment by a nut 121 toward one end 
of an arm 122. The other end of the arm 122 is arranged 
to straddle the rod 93 and is held in abutment against a 
shoulder 123 of the rod 93, by a nut 124-. Movement of 
the rod 93 axially in an upward direction will cause en 
gagement between the ?nger 129 and the plunger 119, 
and eventual closure of the switch contacts to complete 
an electrical circuit for machine opeartional purposes, 
as will be presently described. 

It is to be noted that operation of the switch 117 is 
caused by movement of the arm 198, while operation of 
the switch 118 is caused by movement of the rod 93. 

Projecting from the side of the block 106 is a stub shaft 
126 which is arranged to engage, during a certain time 
in the upward movement of block 196, one end of a 
rocker lever 127 pivotally mounted upon the rear wall 
99 of the housing 92. The other end of the rocker lever 
127 is pivotally connected to a rod 128 which extends 
downwardly and is pivotally connected to the end of a 
crank arm 129. The crank arm 129, is connected via 
a one-way clutch (not shown), to a wheel 131 which has 
a pair of radially directed ?anges 132 each one of which 
is arranged at a peripheral edge of the wheel, to form 
a groove 133 on the circumference of the wheel. The 
groove 133 is adapted to receive a strip of metal foil 134 
from a reel 136, which is rotatably supported by a shaft, 
137 affixed to the rear wall 99, and to press the foil 
against a guide block ‘138 whereby the foil may be urged 
in the direction of a cutting mechanism 139. It will 
be noted that the wheel ?anges 132 straddle the contact 
portion of the guide block 138. A bifurcated ‘lever 140, 
pivotally mounted upon a pin 141 supported by a block 
142 which is affixed to a base'plate 143, is arranged to 
positionally hold the Wheel ‘1131. 
144, arranged near the end of the lever 141B, engages one 
end of a spring 146 compressively positioned between the 
end of the screw 144 and the base plate 143. In such 
manner the pressure of the wheel 131 upon the metal foil 
being used may be adjusted to provide the necessary 
frictional engagement to move the foil when the wheel 
131 is rotated. 
A spring v14-7 interconnects the upper end of the rod 

128 to a pin 1:48 affixed to the rear wall 99, which spring 
serves to pull the rod upwardly when the stub shaft 126 
is moving out of engagement with the end of the rocker 
lever 127 . The wheel .131 will be rotated to advance the 
metal foil 134 only during downward movement of the 
rod 128; upon upward movement of the rod, the one-way 
clutch (not shown) of the wheel arrangement will allow 
pivotal movement of the crank arm 129 without rotary 
movement of the wheel 131. V 

The cutting mechanism 139 includes: a lever 151 which 
is pivotally ai?xed at one end by a bolt 152 to an upward 
ly projecting boss or lug portion 153 of the guide block 
138; a cutting blade 154 affixed to the side of the lever 
‘151 with the cutting edge of the blade arranged in scissor 
like engagement with a forward edge of the guide block 

An adjusting screw . 
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138; and a rod 156 pivotally affixed to the other end of 
the lever 151. A torsion spring 157, secured to the bolt 
1-52, is arranged to constantly urge the lever 151 so that 
the cutting blade 154 will move downwardly to effect 
a foil cutting operation when a part of the foil strip is 
under the blade. 
The rod 156 is pivotally connected at its upper end to 

an offset rocker lever or arm 153, which is rotatably 
mounted near its mid-portion upon a stub shalt 159 
af?xed to the side of the block 98‘. The other end of 
the rocker ‘arm 158 has a roller 161 a?lxed at the side, 
which is in rolling contact with the pro?le or periphery 
of a cam element ‘162, rigidly secured to a rotatable shaft 
163. The torsion spring 157, acting upon the roller 161 
through the lever 151, rod 155, and arm 158, is of sul? 
cient strength so as to maintain the roller 161 in rolling 
contact with the pro?le of the cam element 162 at all 
times. The cam pro?le is such ‘as to allow or provide 
the necessary reciprocating movement of the rocker arm 
158 and attached elements, so as to provide a foil cut 
ting operation [at the proper time in the operating cycle 
of the machine, as will be more clearly explained here 
inafter. 
A bell crank 164, which is rotatably mounted upon a 

bolt 16% ‘affixed to a block 167 secured to the rear wall 
99, has ‘a bifurcated end providing parallel arms 168, 
each of which has a roller 16% mounted on the inner side 
for engagement with groove N7 of the block 106. Sup 
ported upon one side of the bell crank 164 between the 
fulcrum land the bifurcated ‘end, is a roller .171 main 
tained in rolling contact with the pro?le or periphery of 
a cam 17 2, which is rigidly secured to the rotatable shaft 
163. The other arm of the bell crank 164- has a pin 
173 to which is secured the end of a spring 174, the other 
end of the spring being secured to a pin 176 a?ixed to 
the side of a strap 1'77. 

'llhe strap has a pair of slightly elongated holes 178 at 
each end which allow shifting movement ‘of the strap 
upon supporting bolts 179 which are athxed to blocks 
181 secured to the rear wall 99 of the housing 92. A 
spring 182, is arranged with one end secured to the pin 
176 and the other end to a pin 183 a?ixed to one of the 
blocks 181. While both springs 174 and 182 are nor 
mally under tension, the former spring is heavier and 
stronger than the latter. A limit pin 184 projects from 
the side of the strap 177 and is arranged to be engaged 
by the end of the arm of the bell crank 164, as best 
illustrated in FIG. 9. 
From the foregoing it will be seen that as the cam 172 

is caused to rotate, the pro?le thereof acting through 
the roller 171, will cause a pivotal movement of the 
rocker arm 164 ‘about the fulcrum pin 166, resulting in 
the reciprocal movement of the block 196, by reason of 
engagement of the rollers 1d9 therewith. Such move 
ment of the block 106 will result in vertical movement of 
the plunger assembly 90 and the arm 108 with its at 
tached parts. The profile of cam 172 is designed to provide 
the desired rate and period of movement of these parts, 
as required in the operating cycle of the machine, all of 
which will be presently explained. 

‘It will be noted that the spring 174 serves to urge the 
roller 171 into engagement with the profile of cam 172 
at all times, however, an upward force applied to the 
lower end of the plunger ‘assembly 93, will lift the roller 
out of contact with the cam pro?le. Such upward move 
ment of the plunger assembly will result in a slight pivotal 
movement of the bell crank 16d and a longitudinal shift 
ing of the strap 177 against the tension of the spring 
182. The purpose of providing such a movement of 
the bell crank 164 by a force applied upwardly against 
the plunger assembly 93!, is to effect a vertical shifting 
of the arm 16% to cause operation of the switch 117, for 
initiating ‘an operating cycle of the machine. 
A pair of arms 1% is pivotally mounted at one end by 

bolts 187 for sliding movement against the lower surface 
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of the base plate 14-3, in the region de?ned by said plate 
and the inside of the bottom of the ‘enclosure 92. Each 
arm has a bolt 18% arranged toward the other end which 
is adapted to move in a curved guide opening 189 formed 
in the base plate 143. Each ‘arm 186 is further arranged 
to have a roller U1 mounted on the upper surface, 
which rollers project into ‘an opening 192 formed in the 
base plate 143. A spring 193, is arranged to intercon 
nect the arms 186 and to constantly urge the arms to 
gether. Near the end ‘of each arm 186, opposite the 
pivoted end, is arranged a semicircular bore 1% extend 
ing downwardly from the top surface a given distance 
which together provide a circular die or recess (FIG. 12) 
adapted to receive the plunger head 1133 and rubber 
cylinder 164, when the arms are in engagement along their 
inner sides. The diameter of the die so formed must be 
slightly larger than that of the plunger head and rubber 
cylinder, while the depth thereof must be slightly greater 
than the distance between the bottom surface ‘of the 
plunger head .103 and the bottom surface of the cap 
1192. The die so formed will permit a cup-like closure 
element to be made when metal foil is forced into the 
die by the plunger head and rubber cylinder. 

lever 1% having a symmetrical wedge-like edge 197 
at the lower side extremity, is pivotally mounted upon 
a shaft 198 secured to the back wall 99. The upper end 
of the lever 1% has a roller 199 which is held in rolling 
contact with the pro?le or periphery of a cam 2491, which 
is rigidly secured to the shaft 163. The wedge-like edge 
1%7 is arranged to act upon the rollers 191 ‘and force the 
arms 186 apart, when the lower end of the lever ‘1% is 
rotated the direction of the rollers, by action of the 
earn 2% on the upper end of the lever. The pro?le of 
cam 2G1 is designed to provide the desired action of 
the arms 1% as required in the operating cycle of the 
machine. 
A spur gear 292 is rigidly secured to the shaft ‘153, and 

is engaged by a rack 2'33 which is connected at the upper 
end to a piston rod 284. The latter is connected to a 
piston head 286 (FIG. 21) slidably ‘arranged for recipro' 
cable motion ‘within a cylinder 2%, which may be moved 
by pressure fluid, i.e., pneumatic or hydraulic, alternately 
admitted via pipes 2d’? and 2%, to opposite ends of the 
cylinder by a slide valve ‘assembly 213"), including a sole 
noid ‘219. Both the cylinder 2.86 and ymve 269 are con 
nected to the back Wall 91 by bracket means (not shown). 
The stroke of the piston 2%, is regulated to provide a 
180° movement of the shaft 163 as the rack 2133 is moved 
downwardly, and a 180° reverse movement as the rack 
is moved upwardly. A roller or ?anged ‘wheel 211 is ar 
ranged for engagement with the side of the rack opposite 
the toothed side, to maintain the teeth of the rack in en 
gagement with the spur gear 2%)‘2. 
An arm 2112 a?ixed to the piston rod 2%, has an axially 

adiustab-le ?nger 213 arranged for engaging a plunger‘ 
21d of a normally open electrical switch ‘216, which is 
positionally maintained by bracket means (not shown) 
affixed to the rear wall ‘)9 of the housing 92. The ?nger 
213 contacts the switch plunger 21d, toward the end of 
upward movement of the piston rod 264-, to complete an 
electrical circuit for operating the solenoid 21d of the 
valve 239, to shift the slide valve and effect reverse move 
ment of the piston 2115. 
The operating cycle of the machine, and the coordinated 

function of the various components will now be described. 
Assume that the machine is in non-operative condition 
as illustrated in PEG. 9, and that a cup-shaped closure 
element 221 (FIG. 16) made from metal ‘foil, is on the 
lower end of the plunger assembly ‘9%. The manner in 
which the closure element 221 is formed and positioned 
on the end of the plunger assembly will soon be apparent. 
The machine operator will place a workpiece 222, having 
a threaded opening 223 to be enclosed by the closure 
element 221, into engagement with the bottom surface of 
the cap 132 so that the closure element and the end of 
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the plunger assembly 2-9 are within the threaded opening 
(FIG. 17). Upward pressure exerted by the operator 
via the workpiece 2212 against the cap 102, will cause 
upward movement of the plunger assembly and arm 1% 
to close the contacts of switch 117, as has been described. 
The solenoid ‘1119 will be actuated by operation of the 
switch [117 thereby drawing the rod 93 upward relative 
the sleeve 94, and causing ‘a radial outward bulging of 
the cylindrical rubber element 1114, to press or force the 
sides of the closure element 221 into conformity with 
threads of the opening 223 (FIG. 18). Upward move 
ment of the rod 93 a given distance, will cause closing 
of the contacts of switch 118 by engagement of the plunger 
119 thereof with the ?nger ‘12d. Operation of switch ‘118 
will actuate a relay 226 (FIG. 21) which results in the 
breaking of the electrical circuit to solenoid 1d‘), and the 
making of a circuit through solenoid 1211)‘, of the valve 
269, and reversing the application of pressure ?uid to the 
piston 2415. Upward movement of the rack 203 will 
result, thus causing rotation of the shaft 163. Cams I162, 
172, and 2411 will thus be rotated counter-clockwise (as 
viewed in PEG. 9), and the bell crank 164' will be rotated 
‘to cause upward movement of the plunger assembly 90 
‘and block 166. 

After the lower end of the plunger assembly 91} clears 
the top surface of the arms 186, the cam 201 will rotate 
lever 197 so that the arms will close (FIG. 12), to pro 
vide the circular die =194. Continuing upward movement 
of the block 106 will cause engagement of the shaft 
‘126 with the end of the lever 127, and the rotation there 
of, resulting in the downward movement of the rod 123 
Such downward movement of rod 128 will cause rotation 
of the wheel 131 and the feeding of a given amount of 
metal foil 134 atop the arms 11% and above the circular 
die ‘124. The earn 172 is designed to prevent further 
lifting of ‘the bell crank 164 after the metal foil is thus 
positioned over the die 194. Subsequently, the cam‘ 162 
will cause movement of the rocker lever 158 so that the 
rod 156 will move downward and cause the cutting blade 
‘.154 to begin shearing or out off of the metal foil. 
As the piston rod 2494 moves upwardly the plunger 214 

"of switch 216 is moved by the finger 213 (FIG. 11), 
whereupon the contacts of the switch are closed to com 
plete a circuit through a relay ‘227. Operation of relay 
227, results in establishment of electrical circuits includ 
ing ‘the breaking of electrical circuit in solenoid 210‘ of 
the valve assembly 209, whereupon a spring 223 will move 
the valve thereof to cause flow of pressure ?uid to the 
cylinder 2% to move the piston 295 and rack 293 down 
wardly. The extent of counter-clockwise movement of 
the shaft 163 from beginning to end will be approximately 
180°. 
Such downward movement of rack 164, causes the 

clockwise movement of the shaft 163- and a?’ixed cams 
‘1612, 172 and 2131, and results in the pivotal movement of 
the bell crank 164-‘ and the downward movement of the 
plunger assembly 91) and block 1%, until the end of the 
plunger assembly enters the die 194 and forces the metal 
foil downwardly therein to form a cup-shaped closure 
element 221. Downward movement of the plunger assem 

‘ bly 91} is stopped when the bottom surface of the cap 1102, 
seats upon the upper surface of the arms 136. Rotary 
motion of cam 291 then causes movement of the lever 
‘1% so that the wedge portion 197 thereof acts upon the 
rollers 191 to force the arms 1% apart (FIG. 10). When 
the die end of the arms 186 are moved apart a sut?cient 
distance to provide clearance for the plunger assembly 
sleeve 94, downward movement of the plunger assembly 
will resume and continue until it arrives at the initial 
position, i.e., the‘ end thereof projecting a given distance 
below the bottom of the enclosure 92. At this point, the 
cam surface 113 will allow the switch plunger 116 to move 
‘outwardly and open the contacts of switch 117, where 
upon the machine will be returned to non-operative con 
rdition and in readiness ‘for another operating cycle, with 
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a preformed closure element frictionally held upon 
the lower end of the plunger assembly. 

Further understanding of the operating cycle of the 
various components of the machine, may be gained from 
a study of the graph shown in FIG. 20. The abscissa 
represents the counterclockwise motion of the shaft 163 
(as viewed in PEG. 9) from 0° to 180° of rotation, and 
the clockwise motion thereof from 180° to 0°, while 
along the ordinate are certain identi?ed components of 
the machine. The shaded areas opposite the various 
components, represent periods of movement or actuation 
thereof, while the length of such areas correspond to 
the arcuate distance traversed by the shaft 163, during 
such movement. The graph clearly shows the relative 
action, or periods of operation, between the various com 
ponents, and provides sufficient data so that anyone skilled 
in the art may design the contours or pro?les of cams 
162, 172 and 261 to provide the required related action 
of said components. 
The electrical circuit illustrated in FIG. 21 shows how 

various electrical components of the machine are inter 
connected to be efective in producing the operating cycle 
of the machine. Certain parts such as switches 117, 118 
and 216, as well as certain mechanical elements shown 
therein, have already been described, hence further dis 
cussion of structural detail need not be given thereupon 
at this time. However, relays 226 and 227 are somewhat 
non~conventional, hence, further explanation thereupon 
will not be given. ’ 

Relay226 includes a coil 231, an armature or electric 
conducting bar 232, and two groups of contacts, one of 
which includes contact points 233 and 234- arranged for 
simultaneous contact by the armature 232, the other of 
which includes contact points 236, 237 and 238, arranged 
for simultaneous contact by the armature 232. The 
armature 232 is biased, or resiliently loaded, for normal 
engagement of the contacts of the ?rst group, i.e., con 
tacts 233 and 234, when the coil 231 is not energized. 

Relay 227 includes a coil 23?, a compound armature 
or electric conducting bar 241 which is divided in its mid 
region to electrically insulate the two ends from each 
other, and three groups of contacts, the ?rst of which 
includes contact points 242 and 243, the second of which 
includes contact points 244 and 246, and the third of 
which includes contacts 247 and 248. The armature 241 
is biased, or resiliently loaded, for normal engagement of 
the contacts of the ?rst two groups, i.e., contacts 242, 
243, and 244, 246, when the coil 2319 is not energized. 
Contacts 247 and 248 are simultaneously contacted by 
one electrical conducting end of the armature 241 when 
the coil 239 is energized. 
The open contact side of switch 117 is connected by 

wires to contacts 237 and 234 of relay 226. Contact 233 
of relay 226 is connected by wires to contact 247 and 
contact 243 of relay 227. Contact 236 of relay 226 is 
connected to one end of the valve solenoid 211), the other 
end of the solenoid being connected to a return circuit 
of the power line. 
The open contact side of switch 118 is connected by 

wires to contact 233 of relay 22d, and contact 244 of re 
lay 227. Contact 246 of relay 227 is connected to one 
side of the coil 231 of relay 226, the other side of the coil 
being connected to the return circuit of the power line. 
Contact 242 of relay 227 is connected to one end of the 
solenoid 199, the opposite end of the solenoid being 
connected to the return circuit of the power li- e. 
The open contact side of switch 216 is connected by a 

wire to one side of the coil 239 of relay 227, the oppo 
site side of said coil being connected to the return circuit 
of the power line. The contact 243 is connected to the 
incoming wire of coil 239. 

It will be noted that the valve 269 includes a cylindrical 
slide valve 251 adapted in one position to admit pressure 
?uid from a supply pipe 252, to pipe 2593, and in another 
position to admit pressure ?uid from pipe 252 to pipe 
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207. The slide valve is adapted so that in either posi 
tion it will vent the non-pressurized side of the piston 205 
by means of return pipes 253 or 254. The spring 228 is 
arranged to draw the slide valve 251 to the position 
shown, when the solenoid 210 is not energized. 
Upon closure of a master switch 256 in the power 

circuit, the machine will be in readiness for an operating 
cycle, which will begin with the operator applying pres 
sure to the lower end of the plunger assembly 90 to close 
the contact of switch 117. When this occurs current will 
fiow through switch 117 to contact 234, through arma 
ture 232, from contact 233 through the wire to contact 
243, a portion or" the armature 241 to contact 242, and 
from the latter via wire to solenoid 109, through the sole 
noid and into the return circuit of the power line. Ac 
cordingly, the solenoid being so energized will cause up 
ward movement of the rod 93 to bulge the rubber cylin 
drical element 104 and force the cup-shaped closure mem 
ber 221 into engagement with the threads of the threaded 
opening 223 of a workpiece. Such upward movement 
of rod 93 will result in the closing of switch 118, where 
upon current will ?ow through switch 118 to contact 
244 of solenoid 227, through a portion of the armature 
241 to contact 246 and then by wire to coil 231 of arma 
ture 226, and onward to the return circuit of the power 
line. Coil 231 upon being thus energized will draw 
armature 232 away from engagement with contacts 233, 
234, and into engagement with contacts 236, 237, and 238. 
As a result, the circuit through solenoid 109 will be dis 
rupted, and a circuit will be completed from the switch 
117 through contact 237, armature 232, contact 236, and 
through Wires leading to the solenoid 210 and the return 
circuit of the power line. Solenoid 210 upon being ener 
gized, will shift the slide valve 251 so that pressure ?uid 
will ?ow from supply pipe 252, to pipe 207, and the lower 
end of cylinder 206, to force the piston 205 upwardly 
therein. A holding circuit will be established through 
relay 221’; when the coil 231 is energized, which circuit 
includes flow of current from switch 117 to contact 237, 
through armature 232 to the contact 23?», and through the 
wire to contact 244 of relay 227, through a portion of 
the armature 241, contact 246, and through the coil 231 
to the return circuit of the power line. 
Movement of the piston 205 upwardly will continue 

until the ?nger 213 engages the plunger 214 of the switch 
216, to close the contact thereto. When this occurs, cur 
rent will ?ow through switch 216, and through coil 239 
of relay 227, and to the return circuit of the power line. 
The energization of coil 239 will draw the armature to 
break electrical connection between contacts 242, 243, 
and contacts 244, 246, and will make connection between 
contacts 247 and 2455. As a result, the holding circuit 
through relay 226 will be disrupted, and the armature 
232 will move back into engagement with contacts 233 
and 234. Simultaneously, a holding circuit Will be pro 
vided through relay 227 by current ?owing from closed 
switch 117 through the wire leading to contact 234, arma 
ture 232, and contact 233, and then through the wire 
leading to contact 247 of relay 227, through a portion of 
the armature 246, contact 248, into Wire leading to the 
coil 239 and thence into the return circuit of the power 
line. Such condition will prevail until switch 117 is 
opened by action of the cam 113 at the time the plunger 
assembly 90 reaches the full extent of its downward 
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movement. Upon opening of switch 117 the holding cir 
cuit through relay 227 will be disrupted and the armature 
241 will move back into engagement with contacts 242, 
243, and contacts 24-4, 246. It will be seen that the 
electrical circuit will thus be conditioned for initiation 
of another machine operating cycle. 
From the foregoing it will be apparent that the method 

of the invention may be practised by manually operable 
means, or by automatically operable means to ful?ll the 
objectives of the invention as set forth at the beginning 
of the speci?cation. 
The foregoing description has been given in detail 

without thought of limitation since the inventive princi 
ples involved are capable of assuming other physical em~ 
bodiments without departing from the spirit of the in 
vention and the scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for forming a protective closure for a 

threaded opening comprising the steps of placing a thin 
malleable sheet over an opening in a die block, forcing 
said sheet into said opening by means of a radially ex 
pandable rubber plunger of substantially uniform diam 
eter to form a cup~shaped member having a side wall, and 
removing said plunger with said member thereon from 
said die block, inserting said plunger with said member 
still thereon into said threaded opening, and expanding 
said plunger to force said side wall outwardly so that it 
conforms to the threads of said threaded opening. 

2. A method for forming a protective closure for a 
threaded opening comprising the steps of placing a metal 
foil over an opening formed in a die block, forcing the 
foil into the opening by means of a radially expandable 
rubber plunger of substantially uniform diameter to form 
a cup~shaped member having a side wall of uniform 
thickness, removing said plunger with said member there 
on from said die block, inserting said plunger with said 
member still thereon into said threaded opening, expand 
ing said plunger to force said side wall outwardly so that 
threads are formed throughout its thickness conforming 
to the threads of said threaded opening, and contracting 
and removing said plunger from said threaded opening so 
that said member remains in position within said 
threaded opening. 
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